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MID-NIGHT BATTLES TEST A.A. DEFENCES

Mid-night battles with "enemy paratroops" are being used to probe the weak points
and strengthen the defences of anti-aircraft batteries in the South of England*'

Gunners with blackened-faces storm the gun positions with tommy guns and bayonet

charges.

Chinese crackers, practice incendiary bombs and smoke bombs are used to create

the noise and confusion of invasion conditions.

The defenders have a stiff task. They have not only to repel the "paratroops,"

they have also to keep their guns in action throughout the attack, going through the

drill of maintaining a constant barrage against enemy bombers and troop carriers.

Umpire officers, stationed at key points, watch every phase of the battle, and

award casualties to both sides.

Later they confer with the battery's commanding officer and submit detailed reports.

"Blind-spots" in the defences, which have allowed the attackers to advance unseen,

are pointed out. Weak points are noted. Within a few hours, men will be at work

correcting the failings.

Individual officers, N.C.Os and men are closely questioned about their actions

and their reasons for those actions - at various stages of the attack.

They are then given criticisms, advice and instruction. Lectures are also given,
based on the night ’s work, underlining the importance of personal initiative in

defeating surprise guerilla assaults.

A battery's defences will be tested again and again in this way, until the

defenders are satisfied that, they can meet and beat off every attack.

Among the batteries specialising in these invasion tests is one composed almost

entirely of Battle of Britain veterans.

In a recent test, the "paratroops" - comrades from another gun site - were most

pleased because they were able to "overpower" an unwary sentry on a bridge before he

could give the alarm.

A few moments later, they themselves were overpowered by two patrols, who had

hidden beneath the bridge and then attacked from the rear.

Another party of "paratroops", however, did succeed in breaking through the outer

defences under cover of a smoke screen.

They were about to storm the gun position, when one gun team snatched up rifles

and bayonets and counter-attacked, driving them back.

The remainder of thebattery's gunners stuck to the job of fighting the bombers and

troop carriers overhead, putting up a record number of "shells". - War Office M.o.I.1

MARRIES HIS WIFE THREE TIMES

Gunner Marks, of a Midland searchlight battery, is probably the only man in the

British Army who has had three separate spells of privilege leave for the purpose of

getting married - and each time to the same girl!

He was married during the first London blitz and, being unable to contact the

necessary Jewish authorities, he was married by licence.

He explained the matter to his O.C. who later granted him leave to get married

according to Jewish law. Many months later the synagogue in which he had been married

was destroyed by enemy action and the records of his marriage were lost.

He was informed that he must be married again. The O.C. was sympathetic and again

granted him 48 hours’ leave. War Office M.o.I.2

TELEGRAMS TO AND FROM NORTHERN IRELAND OR EIRE

The Postmaster General announces that it has been decided for security reasons and

in agreement with the Governments concerned that telegrams to and from Great Britain

and Northern Irelandor Eire must until further notice be written in plain English. No

telegrams in code will be accepted for transmission.

/Exceptionally
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Exceptionally, however, (i) a single check word not exceeding five

letters or five figures in length is admitted at the "beginning of the text in

telegrams to and from Banks which are permitted to use a similar word in over

seas telegrams: (ii) groups of letters and/or figures denoting catalogue

descriptions are also admitted provided that the catalogues are available to

the public.

In every telegram the name of the sender must be included in the matter

for transmission immediately following the text. The surname must be used in

a telegram sent by an individual, and. in a telegram sent by a firm a

sufficient title must be used to make the sender’s identity manifest.

A registered abbreviated address may continue to be used in the address

of these telegrams: but it should not be used as a substitute for the name

of the sender. - General Post Office M.o.I. 3

POST OFFICE RATIONS ITS OFFICIAL SOAP

Post Office clerks will now have to make the tablet of soap supplied to

them officially last for ten weeks.

For office cleaning scape and powders have "been cut to 1 lb. per week

for each 10,000 ft. of accommodation. - General Post Office M.o.I. 4
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